
“Quiltagami” flower cushion 
by Vendulka Battais 

(Final size of the cushion 14”)  

 



  
REQUIREMENT LIST: 
Fat quarter for flowers and sashing 
Fat quarter for background of flowers and piping 
Fat quarter for cushion corners 
Fat quarter for back  (OR 40cm /16” if corners and back are the same fabric) 
Piping cord, thread matching with the colour of the flower fabric 
Optional: Beads for decoration, 15” square of wadding for quilting 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Fabric for flowers: 

Four 6” squares for flowers 

Six 4 ½”x1” strips for sashing 

Three 10”x1” strips for sashing 

 

Fabric for background of flowers: 

Eight 3 ½" squares cut diagonally once 

1 ¼” wide strip 60” long for piping  
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Fabric for the corners: 

Two 8 ½” squares cut diagonally once 

 

Fabric for backing: 

Two 14 ½” x 9” rectangles 

 

SEWING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Take the squares for flowers and 

place  them onto ironing board 

wrong side of the fabric up. Fold the 

square horizontally. Press to make a 

sharp crease line. Repeat this for the 

vertical folding line.(FIG1) 

Open the fabric with the wrong side up. Fold one 

corner to the centre of the two folding lines. Again, 

make a sharp crease line. (FIG2)Repeat for all the 

corners. Make sure the edges meet in the centre 

and your new corners are sharp, they will create tips 

of the flower petals. (FIG3) 

(FIG1) 

(FIG2) 

(FIG3) 2 



Flip the square up side down. Make sure all the folded fabric remains in place 

underneath! Bring the bottom and top edges entirely to the centre to create a 

sharp horizontal crease lines (FIG4); fold back again. Repeat for the vertical  lines. 

Create a creased square in the centre of the block. (FIG5) 

Use the fold lines as guide lines and bring 

each side to the centre of the block and 

pin in place. (FIG6) The fabric in between 

will form an 'ear'. (FIG7) Sew together with 

small neat stitches at the point where the 

fabrics meet. (FIG8) Use the same coloured 

thread for the stitches to be less visible. If 

your centre is not as neat as you’d like, you 

can always use a bead or button to cover 

it.  

(FIG4) (FIG5) 

(FIG6) 

(FIG7) (FIG8) 
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Pull the 4 triangles from back to front. 

This forms the final block. (FIG9) Make 

another three the same way.  Iron 

them firmly, so they will stay in good 

shape. Flipping the petals open is the 

last step in making the cushion!  

If your blocks don’t look square, take 

a ruler and square them up.  

Pin the triangles of the 

background fabric - one 

to the top and one to the 

bottom of the flower 

blocks. (FIG10) Sew, 

press, trim (FIG11) and 

repeat with the sides. Trim 

all of them to 4 ½” 

squares.  

Add the short sashing strips between 

two blocks and to either side of them 

as in Step one. Repeat with the other 

two; press the seams towards the 

sashing and add long strips of sashing 

as in Step two. 

(FIG9) 

(FIG11) 

Add triangles for the corners of the 

cushion in the same way as adding 

the background fabric around the 

flower block. After pressing, trim the 

square to 14 ½” square.  

(FIG10) 
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Join the piping strips on the bias into one long 

strip and pres in half. Using the zipper foot, sew 

the piping cord inside the fold to make a piping. 

(FIG12) Start adding the piping to the right side 

of the cushion couple of  inches away from the 

corner. Leave the first inch of the piping un-sewn, 

lining up the raw edge of the piping with the 

edge of the cushion top. (FIG13) Before you 

reach a corner, snip the piping at two places to 

open up for the bend. (FIG14) 

(FIG12) 

(FIG13) 
(FIG14) 

To join the two ends of  the piping, cut 

the end overlapping the beginning by 

1 ½”. Using a seam ripper unpick this 

1 ½” of the stitching on the end, cut 

the cord at the point where the 

beginning start to create continuing 

effect. Fold the end of the fabric 

(FIG15) and wrap around the un-sewn 

beginning and finish stitching.   

Fold one longer side of both back 

rectangles twice and over sew to 

neaten the edge. Place the cushion 

top with piping right side up and 

position the back parts right side down 

overlapping  the neatened edges. 

(FIG16) Pin in position and sew all the 

way around with zipper foot. If you 

can, position the needle further to the 

left to stitch as close to the piping as 

possible.  

(FIG16) 

(FIG15) 
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OPTIONAL: 

Before adding the piping, cushion top can be lined with wadding and quilted if 

desired. Wadding will be hidden inside the cushion, so you don’t need to add 

backing for the quilting if your machine will be OK with it. After quilting continue 

as usual.  

Another optional thing is decorating the cushion with beads or buttons. You can 

go as far as you want, but I think the flowers looks complete with at least a bead 

in the middle.  

Only once the cushion is finished, flip 

the flower petals open and secure the 

tip of the flower with a small hand 

stitch. You can keep them as pointy 

as the two top petals on the  picture 

or as flat at the bottom ones – the key 

is to keep them all the way the same.  
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